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Saudi  Arabia’s  CEO  Amin  Nasr’s  message  to  the  press  that  oil  flows  to  the  market  are
guaranteed,  should  be  taken  with  a  pinch  of  salt.

Looking  at  the  current  volatility  in  the  Persian/Arabian  Gulf  and  the  possibility  of  a
temporary closure of the Strait  of Hormuz, the Aramco CEO’s message might be a bit
overoptimistic.  In reality,  Aramco will  not be able to keep the necessary crude oil  and
products  volumes  flowing  to  Asian  and  European  markets  in  the  case  of  a  full  Strait  of
Hormuz blockade. Even that Aramco owns and operates a crude oil pipeline with a capacity
of 5 million bpd, carrying crude 1,200 kilometers between the Arabian Gulf and Red Sea,
much more is needed to keep the oil market stable.

Nasr’s move to stabilize the market is praiseworthy but should be seen as an attempt to
quell  fears  of  traders  and  financial  analysts,  especially  just  before  the  OPEC+  meeting  in
Viennanext week. Nasr reiterated that Aramco (aka the Kingdom) is able to supply sufficient
crude  through  the  Red  Sea,  reiterating  that  the  necessary  pipeline  and  terminal
infrastructure is there. However, what analysts tend to forget, Nasr’s statement is only
linked to Saudi’s oil export volumes, which will likely be not higher this summer than around
the level this pipeline can support. The real issue, if it comes to a full-blown conflict, is that
not only Saudi oil is being threatened.
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Another consequence of a blockade would be that most available VLCCs and other tankers
will either be in the Persian Gulf (and blocked) or will not be able to be rerouted. Before the
market will have found a solution for this, days and probably weeks will have gone by, and a
price spike for all products is to be expected.  This will likely also be the case for LNG and
other commodity flows.

Few analysts are talking about oilfield security and pipeline availability. Any military advisor

will put these options as part of his or her 1st phase military action plan. If Iran were to be
attacked, or faces a surgical strike by an opponent, all Arab oil and gas infrastructure will
become  a  legitimate  offensive  target  (at  least  in  the  eyes  of  Tehran  and  its  proxies).
Geographically seen, Tehran has been dealt the best cards. Looking at the majority of oil
and gas production assets and infrastructure in the Arab world, especially in Saudi Arabia,
UAE  or  even  Iraq,  everything  is  in  reach  of  short-distance  missiles,  fighter  jets  and  even
drones. Any move against Iran will result in a full-scale attack on Saudi’s Eastern Province
(which produces 80% of all  its oil  and gas), Abu Dhabi’s offshore oil  infrastructure and the
regional pipelines. Looking at history, denying energy access and diminishing the opponents
stability is a no-brainer in military strategy.

It  can be taken for granted that Iran, the Houthis,  Hezbollah and others, already have
prepared their oil and gas infrastructure strategy. Washington, Riyadh, Abu Dhabi and even
Manama, will be frantically looking for answers, but the geographical situation is disastrous.

Quelling fears in the market is the right thing to do, but reality also needs to be addressed.
Nasr’s message is that of an oil company CEO, taking all precautions to deal with a calamity.
ADNOC’s Sultan will  be doing the same. Still,  the oil  market is  at  present a victim of
geopolitical  power  projections  of  emotional  leaders  superseding  rationality.  This
confrontation is one of a possibly unprecedented order, not for oil (as sceptics again will
state) but with oil as a weapon for defeat or survival. The continuing reference to the Iran-
Iraq tanker war during 1980-1988 is out of touch with reality. At this time, it is not going to
be Iran denying support or trade with Iraq, but a possible Arab-Iranian confrontation, led by
the USA if no countermeasures are being implemented.

Asian consumers will need to prepare for severe price hikes in the most optimistic scenario,
but also for a shutdown of vast parts of their economy. Hormuz will not be standing on its
own, more is to be taken into account, especially proxy reactions in Yemen (Gulf of Aden) or
East Med (Hezbollah).  Negative repercussions for Europeans are also in the picture. Saudi
Arabia can do a lot, but saving the global economy if the Gulf explodes is not one of their
capabilities.

*
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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